8 Best AAX Converter 2021

What is AAX file? AAX file is the audible enhanced audio format which is
developed by Audible.com. The AAX file is multimedia digital audiobook which
includes images, links, videos and timeline. What’s more, the AAX file contains
the digital audio clips pf audiobooks as well as Digital Management encryption.
Currently, AAX file format is the only audible format that downloaded from
Audible.com.
Since the AAX file is encrypted with DRM, you can only listen to them on audible
related apps and devices. That’s annoying, right? If you have AAX converter, you
can just crack the audible drm and convert aax to mp3—the most common audio
format in the world.
How do you pick the best Audible aax converter on the internet when there are
more than 20 aax converters to choose from? Here are a few necessary features
you should take into consideration no matter you are interested in free, paid,
online, download aax converters.

Important features that AAX Converter should have:
1 Remove audible drm.

2 Convert audible to mp3 format.
3 Fast conversion speed.
4 Keep the original quality of the converted audiobooks.
5 Allow you to edit the audible aax metadata.
6 Allow you to split aax into chapters.
Following is a handpicked list of Top AAX Converter, with their popular features.
The list contains both open source (free) and commercial (paid) software.

Epubor Audible Converter
Price $22.99
Platform Windows|Mac

Download the tool for free:
Full-featured Epubor Audible Converter is definitely the first choice for most
Audible users because of its super-fast converting speed and 7/24 customer
support. It not only includes all the necessary features that an AAX converter
should have, but more. It is capable of removing audible drm and converting
audible aax/aa books to mp3 or m4b format. It also lets you trim large audible
aax files into small segments by chapters or averagely. As for the converted files,
it will keep 100% quality as the original AAX file. It also allows you to edit the
cover, title, album, artist, copyright, year, genre and comments of your aax files.
Batch conversion is also supported.
The simple and intuitive interface impresses many users. You don’t need to read
any complicated user manual to know how to use it. Just some clicks to get your
AAX files converted to drm-free books.
Different from many other AAX converters, Epubor Audible Converter will not
require the installation of iTunes to decrypt and convert your aax files.

Trial limits:
Epubor Audible Converter is a paid software with free trial version. Splitting
chapters and editing metadata will only be in the licensed version. And the trial
will convert the 10 minutes of each book.

TuneFab Audible Converter
Price $24.99
Platform Windows|Mac
TuneFab Audible Converter allows you to remove audible drm and convert
audible to mp3, m4a, FLAC, and WAV audio format. It claims that it can split aax
audiobooks by chapters, time or segments. But I don’t find this option so I am not
sure if this is only available in the licensed version or not.
There is a little issue I want to point out that sometime you are not able to add
audible aax files to this software. It happened to me about twice when I tested
this software. But I checked the audible files with other Audible aax converter

(Epubor audible converter) and it can be added and converted successfully. I am
sure this is some minor bug that the developer should pay attention to.

Trial limits:
1, Only 2 audible books can be converted completely.
2, Free usage for 15 days.

Imelfin Audible Converter
Price $24.99
Platform Windows|Mac
Imelfin Audible Converter is also a paid AAX Converter but it is much cheaper
than other paid ones. However, its interface is straightforward so that you can
easily know how to use it. With this AAX Converter for Windows/Mac, you can
convert AAX to mp3 or m4b format. Users also can edit the metadata or trimming
audible aax files with it.

Trial limits:
1, Only convert 10 minutes of each aax files.
2, Splitting into chapter is not supported in trial version.
After introducing the paid AAX Converters, here are some free Audible
Converters that I want to recommended. If you are tight in budget, then you can
just pick the free audible AAX converter. The biggest drawback is the free aax
converter will not offer the customer support or technical support.

Inaudible
Price Free
Platform Windows|Mac
inAudible Converter is one of the best free AAX Converter that still works in
2021. It has many features that the paid AAX Converter doesn’t have, such as
removing “Audible” clips and ripping CDs. No matter to mention the basic
features—removing aax DRM and converting AAX to mp3 format. Unfortunately,

inaudible for Mac has not updated for a while so many features are missing in
Mac version.

From the picture, you can see that there are too many options there so you may
need some time to learn how to use this software.

AAXAudioConverter
Price Free
Platform Windows
AAXAudioConverter is another open source AAX Converter. It can help you
convert AAX to MP3 or M4A for free. It even allows you to split aax file into
chapters. Compared with inaudible, it has less features. Consequently, its
interface is much simpler. However, it is not as stable as inaudible and works
only on Windows computer.

You may also like


Free Audible Converter 2021 (Tested and
Reviewed)

If you don’t want to install any third party app on your computer, try the online
aax audio converters. To be honest, if I were you, I will never choose the online
aax converter just because you must have the stable internet connection to
upload your audible aax file and then convert it. What’s more, most of the online
aax converters have audio size limitations. There is great opportunity that you will
not able to convert aax to mp3 or any other format successfully online. If you still
want to have a try, the below three online aax converter that claims they can
handle aax files.

OnlineAudibleConverter
Price Free

Platform Online
Online Audio Converter is the only one of the most that claim they can convert
aax file to mp3 or other formats. It is super-duper easy to use, and the file
conversion speed is second to none. It even allows you to adjust the quality of
the audio accordingly. It also supports batch conversion.

AnyConv
Price Free
Platform Online
AnyConv is an online app that can convert audio, image, documents, ebook,
video to other formats. It is also claims it can handle Audible aax files. The
maximum input file size is 100MB. But I’ve tested it many times. No matter the
batch conversion or just converting the single file, there is not luck. The error
message pops up every time. You can just have a try and let me know your
result.

Aconvert
Price Free
Platform Online
Aconvert lets you convert audio books to different formats, including converting
aax to mp3. It supports file uploads from URL, Google Drive, Dropbox, and of
course desktop. Another handy feature is the ability to change the bitrate of the
audio files. However, it is limited to only 200mb file sizes.
The online AAX Converter are still not recommended if you intend to convert or
edit an audiobook with larger file size.
Now it's your turn to try them out and let us know which one do you like best.
This PDF is generated upon https://www.epubor.com/best-aax-converter.html,
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